Remarks for Special Issue on AI
and Social Value Creation

Over the past several years, the world has witnessed
a tremendous upsurge in activity in the field of artificial
intelligence (AI). In the years to come, that activity will only
intensify as AI is applied to an ever wider array of social
issues from energy and food shortages to overpopulation and
urbanization, traffic congestion, labor shortages and productivity
enhancement. AI is expected to play a crucial role in the new
world by eliminating wasteful functions and operations, as well
as by visualizing, analyzing, and prescribing to the real world —
all from the viewpoint of overall optimization. At the same time,
it is crucial that these new technologies bring people to the fore,
rather than marginalizing them. While helping individual social
systems evolve to the next level, AI can also help individuals to
achieve their true potential. In this new world, everyone will have
the opportunity to display their unique capabilities regardless of
gender, age, race, or physical or mental challenges. We call such
a society — where digitization has penetrated every aspect of
economic and social life — the society of "digital inclusion".
For more than a half a century, NEC has been directing its
efforts towards the creation of just such a society. NEC Technical
Journal’s first special issue on AI was published more than 30
years ago in 1986. NEC has since developed numerous worldleading AI-related technologies in the fields of visualization,
analysis, and prescription. These have been systematized in
a proprietary suite of cutting-edge AI technologies, which we
named “NEC the WISE” in recognition of its goal of providing
support and guidance in the operation of various social systems.
The visualization technology of NEC the WISE is our biometric
technology, which includes face recognition, fingerprint
recognition, and iris recognition. Generally regarded as the
No.1 in the world1), this technology was largely covered in the
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last issue of NTJ, which featured social value creation using

development of AI capable of mutual understanding with

biometrics. In this issue, we want to focus on the remaining

humans and AI that can offer new awareness and expand

areas of analysis and prescription, which correspond to machine

human capabilities. We’ll take a closer look at the results we

learning and data analysis. Here too, NEC’s technological

have achieved in these areas in this issue.

expertise is among the top in the world. The total number of

Going forward, the achievement of an AI-supported society

papers put out by NEC that have been adopted at major society

of "digital inclusion", requires not only the enhancement

meetings ranks fifth in the world and first among Japanese

of AI performance and functions, but also increased social

companies, giving us a prominent voice in shaping the future of

acceptability and simpler implementation and introduction.

artificial intelligence and the new digitally inclusive society.

Accomplishing this depends not only on technological

One of the most important characteristics that distinguishes

development, but also adaptation of usage principles and

NEC’s AI is our white-box approach whereby our system not

conformity to legal systems that take into consideration privacy,

only provides an answer, it provides the basis for that answer.

ethics, and accountability. With this in mind, NEC announced

Mainstream deep learning technology, on the other hand, adopts

“NEC Group AI and Human Rights Principles” in April 2019,

a black-box design that does not give you any explanation of

with the goal of creating AI that would be acceptable to human

how the answer was derived. When addressing a problem that

society. Also, in an effort to counter the worldwide shortage of

may have more than one solution — social and management

skilled AI personnel, NEC has been working hard to develop AI

issues, for instance — it is important to know what the basis is

human resources since 2013 and has produced a steady supply

for a particular solution. This gives people the opportunity to

of AI experts over the past few years, deploying their talents in

make more informed decisions based on the various suggestions

a wide range of fields.

proposed by AI.

In this special issue on AI, we highlight several case studies

NEC foresaw the necessity for white-box AI early on and

which offer an in-depth look at how NEC is creating new

has been pushing forward with research and development

social value by leveraging AI and an array of cutting-edge AI

in this area since about 2010. In 2012, we were the first to

technologies designed to achieve a more digitally inclusive

launch full-fledged operation of white-box AI and have since

society. In addition to those technical papers, our AI policies and

implemented about 160 systems in areas such as plant failure

commitment to developing human resources are also discussed.

symptom detection, total optimization of supply and demand
across manufacturing, logistics, and distribution, and illicit

We hope you enjoy reading this issue and look forward to your
ongoing support and encouragement.

bank transaction monitoring. Today we are seeing dynamic
implementation of R&D into “accountable AI.” In this respect
as well, we have been leading the industry both in terms of
research and operations, achieving considerable success in
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